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O M N I C H A N N E L
P A Y M E N T  S E C U R I T Y



CardConnect, a First Data company, provides payment 

processing security solutions that protect the data of each and 

every credit card transaction while reducing PCI audit scope 

for businesses of all sizes. As each transaction passes through 

the CardPointe Gateway, cardholder information is protected 

by PCI-validated Point-to-Point Encryption and tokenization.



Protect Transactions with Superior Security Solutions

Persistent or One-Time Tokens

Tokens can be permanently generated to support 

recurring payments or new tokens can be generated 

for one-time use every time the card is accepted 

Custom + Secured

Tokens generated are completely unique to each 

merchant and cannot ever be used outside of a 

merchant’s CardConnect instance 

Combine CardConnect’s powerful PCI-validated point-to-point encryption (P2PE) and 

patented tokenization for powerful payment data protection. 

Our P2PE solution encrypts sensitive data at the point of interaction, whether a credit card number is 

swiped, dipped or keyed into a terminal. This encrypted data is then securely escorted to our cloud-based 

PCI-compliant vault, where it is tokenized. Our irreversible tokenization solution replaces sensitive 

information with valueless tokens, which would otherwise be useless to a criminal hacker should a 

business’s system or network be breached. Those tokens are then securely returned to the system. The 

tokens generated in the  vault can be used across a business’s omnichannel environment for the security of 

all payment acceptance needs. Compliant with data integrity checks including the Luhn test, 

CardConnect’s tokens are completely unique to each of our customers, applying only to a merchant’s 

associated accounts / identification numbers. 

CardConnect tokenizes sensitive information including the following:

Credit card numbers

Bank account numbers

Social security numbers

Personal information (e.g. driver’s license, 
email address, birth date, etc.)

Up to five additional custom data types

CardConnect generates 16-digit tokens to replace credit card numbers based on the below formula:

E X A M P L E

Original Visa card number 4485290846919507

is tokenized to become 9449635287419507

S A M P L E  T O K E N  F O R M A T

A “9” is added to the front of the card number (no card 
brand issues cards that begin with this number)

First two digits of the original card number remain

Last four digits of original card number remain



PCI Compliance Management Simplified

CardConnect generates tokens in place of credit card numbers in a sequence that 

begins with “9.” Since a token is not a valid credit card number and does not begin 

with a valid BIN for American Express, Discover, MasterCard or Visa, by definition 

it has no PCI scope because it’s not a primary account number (PAN), which is the 

defining factor for cardholder data. This greatly reduces:

A Singular Solution for All Integration Needs

CardConnect is flexible and able to meet the varied needs of your 

business. Our Solution Engineers can help you design a customized end-to-

end solution, starting with your devices, or you can even just use the 

encryption and tokenization from your web store.

The time spent on compliance management

The cost of an annual audit

The possibility of the business falling victim to a breach

The size of the PCI questionnaire (from 300 questions to
a mere dozen for many businesses)



ERP Integration
for Enterprise businesses
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CardConnnect's payment processing security solutions are seamlessly integrated 

with ERP systems like Oracle, SAP and Infor using our complete suite of REST APIs 

and our support teams dedicated to guiding businesses from planning to 

implementation.

Authorization Process

This flow shows a separate tokenization call from the transaction authorization call. A single 
call is also supported sending the encrypted CardHolder Data in the authorization call.



CardSecure + Bolt P2PE 

CardConnnect's security solution for software vendors (ISVs) is integrated with 

Bolt P2PE solution. Bolt P2PE is CardConnect’s cloud-based solution that allows 

businesses to seamlessly integrate payment acceptance into any existing systems. 

The solution also includes Bolt P2PE terminals (iSC Touch 250 and iPP 320/350) 

which protect every transaction with a combination of P2PE and EMV technology. 
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Merchant Application to Bolt
Interaction with REST endpoint in Bolt Service sent via TLS v1.2

Bolt to Terminal
Initial communication with terminal prompting consumer for dip/swipe/key; tokenization request (encrypted track) sent via TLS v1.2

Bolt to Payment Security 
Encrypted track sent for decryption

Payment Security to HSM
Hardware Security Module decrypts encrypted track (cipher: 128-bit Triple DES); decrypted card number returns security 
technologies

Payment Security to MySQL
Card number encrypted for database storage (at rest); token and AES256 encrypted card number stored in database

Payment Security to Merchant Application
Token returned to Merchant Application via Bolt Service 
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= Passes through Load Balancer
= Passes through Firewall

TOKENIZATION &
P2PE



For online shops looking to remove their e-commerce platforms from the scope

of PCI Data Security Standard controls and audits, CardConnect’s Hosted

iFrame Tokenizer is used to securely process card-not-present transactions as

it tokenizes data input by customers making a purchase on a website or mobile

app’s payment page. 

Payment Security + Hosted iFrame Tokenizer 
for Online Stores
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Amount: $99.00
Credit Card information

Name on Card

Credit Card number

Mo. Yr. CVV

City State ZIP

Street Address

Billing Address

Next



CardConnect recognizes businesses may have needs beyond our standard

integrations. In these cases, we are pleased to assist customers (and their existing 

providers) who wish to use other terminal applications and integrate with our 

hosted services. In this case, CardConnect can provide terminals injected with 

CardConnect keys but utilize 

terminal applications from 

other providers. This

scenario is consistent with 

our PCI DSS and potentially 

with our P2PE validation

if the terminal application

is a validated P2PE

component. 

Payment Security + Direct Integration 
for Existing Terminal Applications

If you’re ready to get started visit 
cardconnect.com/signup.
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